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Learning Objectives 
• Discover how an owner may use BIM for operations and facilities management. 

• Discover the Project BIM Execution Plan’s role in defining the BIM deliverable for the owner. 

• Discover current technologies that support delivering BIM to the owner for use in operations and 

facilities management. 

• Discover the potential ROI for implementing BIM in a facilities management program. 

Description 

During this session you will learn the value of Building Information Modeling (BIM) for owners, uses for 

operations / facilities management, and strategies for delivering models for these purposes. We’ll 

review critical elements and information an owner may require in a BIM deliverable and show how to 

capture this information during design and construction. You will understand how an owner may use 

BIM for operations and facilities management; understand the Project BIM Execution Plan’s role in 

defining the BIM deliverable for the owner; and understand current technologies that support delivering 

BIM to the owner for use in operations and facilities management. 

Your AU Experts 

Thomas Kemp is a licensed architect based out of Advanced Solutions, Inc.’s, Indianapolis office. He holds 

a B.S. in architecture from University of Michigan and a BArch from Ball State University. With over 20 

years’ experience in architectural practice, his project experience includes medical research, multifamily 

housing, office, industrial, higher education, healthcare, churches, corporate interiors, and design/build 

projects. His focus for the last 10-plus years has been the implementation of Revit software and Building 

Information Modeling (BIM) technologies. Certified in Revit Architecture software, he currently 

specializes in BIM solutions for the architecture and construction industry. 
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The Owner’s Dilemma 
“BIM is the perfect complement to collaborative teams, especially ones 

that care about fluidity of information sharing and coordination rather 

than the sanctity of drawings. . . . The potential for BIM-related software 

to complement owner business systems and project team coordination 

review systems is tremendous”1 

Project Owner’s are uniquely positioned to deliberately and aggressively 

drive change and innovation in the design and construction industry.  

Over the life of a building, the maintenance and operating costs will 

significantly exceed the initial capital cost of the project.  When BIM 

technologies are implemented and executed effectively on a project, the 

entire Project Team, especially the Owner, can benefit from savings 

during the construction phase and over the life of the building. 

BIM for Operations and Facilities Management 
“ ‘The philosophical perspective about BIM and operations is that the building information model has a 

ton of useful information for the operation of an artefact – but right now that’s still largely speculative,’ 

he (Phil Bernstein) said.”2 

What is the Value of BIM to the Owner? 

In order to begin to understand how to define BIM requirements and deliverables for the Owner, it is 

important to understand where the real value and the long term return on investment in BIM is for the 

Owner.   

The U.S. National Building Information modeling Standard (NBIMS-US) contends that, “While the model 

is an important component of BIM, many now view BIM as more of a process change than a new 

technology. The model may serve as a knowledge resource to for all project participants, but BIM is a 

process that enhances collaboration resulting in improved information management and an overall 

leaner process. “3 

BIM adoption across the design and construction industry has accelerated over the last several years.  

The McGraw-Hill 2012 BIM Smart Market Report indicates that industry-wide adoption of BIM surged 

from 28% in 2007 to 71% in 2012.  The initial benefits for Owners are realized during the construction 

phase in a reduction of document errors and emissions, rework, construction cost, project duration, and 

claims and litigation.  In addition, Owners can effectively utilize BIM data generated during the design 

and construction phases for operations and facilities management for the life of the building.  Benefits 

                                                           
1 Bryson, Barbara White, and Canan Yetmen. The Owner's Dilemma: Driving Success and Innovation in the Design 

and Construction Industry. Atlanta, GA: Östberg Library of Design Management, Greenway Communications, 2014. 

eBook.  
2 Howe, Marc. "The Current State of BIM in the Operations Phase." Sourceable The Current State of BIM in the 

Operations Phase Comments, 15 Sept. 2015. Web. <https://sourceable.net/current-state-bim-operations-

phase/#>. 
3 Computer Integrated Construction Research Program. (2013). “BIM Planning Guide for Facility Owners”. Version 

2.0, June, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA. Available at http://bim.psu.edu .  
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for Owners realized post-construction may include improved space management, streamlined 
preventative maintenance programs, reduced costs on future retrofits and renovations, efficient energy 

use management and enhanced lifecycle management.  Since these benefits extend over the entire 

operations and maintenance life of a building, the potential benefit and savings to the Owner is much 

greater than the immediate benefits of the design and construction phase. 

Lifecycle BIM 

A Lifecycle BIM implementation considers this long term, cyclical use of data and incorporates systems 

and process that minimize the inherent loss of information at each new phase a project.  A Lifecycle BIM 

system integrates and aggregates both models and data from the early programming and concept 

development stages to the end of a facility’s usable life, and ultimately either reuse or disposal.   

 

FIGURE 1: LIFECYCLE BIM 
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BIM Uses 

While Architects, Engineers, General Contractors, Construction Managers, Facilities Management 

professionals and Owners are all implementing BIM technologies on projects, the goals and uses are 

often very different.   

Table 1 outlines common BIM uses, sorted into columns by the lifecycle phase of a building project.  

Typically, the Design Team will be most concerned with, and realize the most benefit from, the items in 

the first two (Plan and Design) columns.  The Construction Team will focus on, and realize the most 

benefit from, the items in the third (Construct) column.  The Owner and Facilities Management will 

realize the most long term benefits from the items in the last (Operate) column. 

   

Plan Design Construct Operate 

Project Planning 

Conceptual Design – 

Construction 

Documents 

Pre-Construction and 

Construction 

Administration 

Facilities Management 

and Operations 

Programming Design Authoring Site Utilization Planning Portfolio Management 

Site Analysis Design Reviews 
Design Reviews 

(Construction System) 

Building Maintenance 

Scheduling 

 3D Coordination 3D Coordination Building System Analysis 

 Structural Analysis Digital Fabrication Asset Management 

 Lighting Analysis 3D Control and Planning 
Space Management / 

Tracking 

 Energy Analysis Record Modeling Record Modeling 

 Mechanical Analysis  Disaster Planning 

 
Other Engineering 

Analysis 
 Energy Management 

 
Sustainability (LEED) 

Evaluation 
 Waste Management 

 Code Validation 
Field/Quality 

Management 

Workplace 

Management 

Phase Planning (4D 

Modeling) 

Phase Planning (4D 

Modeling) 

Phase Planning (4D 

Modeling) 

Phase Planning (4D 

Modeling) 

Cost Estimation Cost Estimation Cost Estimation Cost Administration 

Existing Conditions 

Modeling 

Existing Conditions 

Modeling 

Existing Conditions 

Modeling 

Existing Conditions 

Modeling 

TABLE 1: BIM USES 

While many benefits and requirement for specific BIM uses are similar, it is critical to the success of a 

BIM project that all stakeholders participate in establishing goals and defining how BIM will be 
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implemented on a particular project.  The Uses listed toward the left side of Table 1 tend to be more 
graphic-centric, while those the uses toward the right tend to be more data-centric.  An Owner’s BIM 

requirements or a Lifecycle BIM implementation must clearly define the requirements for the more 

data-centric requirements of the BIM uses that will be utilized in the operations and management 

phases.  If these BIM uses are not identified early in the process, the required data may become buried 

in project documentation delivered to the Owner at close-out and will take considerable time and effort 

to locate and put in a format that is usable.  The initial BIM Uses that provide an immediate return on 

investment that are targeted by most Owners include: 

• Building Maintenance / Work Orders 

• Asset Management 

• Space Management 

Primary Use Cases 

 Building Maintenance and Work Orders 

In a 2004 study, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)4 were able to identify 

preventative maintenance, mitigation and delay cost savings totaling $0.23/square foot/year 

that could be achieved by standardizing the exchange of information about facilities throughout 

the entire life-cycle.  Implementing Building Information Modeling (BIM) systems and processes 

from the initial design phases through the operation and maintenance of a facility allow the 

Owner to realize these savings.  

Building maintenance and work order systems and process are used to maintain the building 

structure, equipment and systems over the life of the facility.  A well-defined maintenance and 

work order program will improve building performance, reduce repairs and reduce overall 

maintenance costs.  The potential value to the Owner of implementing BIM in a Building 
Maintenance and Work Order program include: 

• The ability to proactively plan maintenance activities and increase the efficiency and 

utilization of maintenance staff. 

• The ability to accurately track maintenance history. 

• Reduce emergency maintenance repairs. 

• Analyze maintenance programs based on accurate historical data and costs. 

• Provide facilities managers supporting data to demonstrate a return on investment in 

establishing a reliability centered maintenance program. 

Case Study: Sandia National Labs5 

Sandia National Labs facilities consist of (5) total sites located in (5) states, with over 2,000 

buildings and approximately 13 million gross square feet.  The annual facilities maintenance 

budget is approximately $14 million per year.  By implementing Building Information Modeling 

                                                           
4 Gallaher, Michael P., Alan C. O'Connor, John L. Dettbarn, Jr., and Linda T. Gilday. Cost Analysis of Inadequate 

Interoperability in the U.S. Capital Facilities Industry. Rep. no. NIST GCR 04-867. Gaithersburg, Maryland: U.S. 

Department of Commerce, Technology Administration, National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2004. 
5 Foster, Birgitta. "Webinar Bim Forum Bim After Construction Final Copyright Version." Webinar Bim Forum Bim 

After Construction Final Copyright Version. SSA/Sandia National Labs, 19 Feb. 2010. Web. 03 June 2014. 

<http://www.slideshare.net/KurtvonAhnen/webinar-bim-forum-bim-after-construction-final-copyright-version>. 
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in the management of facilities, Sandia National Labs was able to realize an average savings of 
(2) hours per work order by reducing the amount of time trades people spend doing tasks such 

as field verification on existing equipment and sourcing parts.  This results in significant annual 

savings: 

~ 2 hours saved per work order 

2 hours x $50/hour = $100 per work order 

Approximately 24,000 work orders per year 

Total Cost Savings = approximately $2.4 million per year! 

(Approximately $0.18 / square foot / year) 

 Asset Management 

An Asset Management system tracks all of the assets associated with a building that must be 

maintained, upgraded or operated efficiently to satisfy both the Owner and Users of a facility.  

These typically include the various building systems (mechanical electrical, plumbing, data, etc.), 

equipment and furnishings.  Utilizing BIM in an Asset Management system requires bi-
directionally linking model(s) and data in an asset management system that can be utilized to 

analyze and track the costs, maintenance and warranty records, and depreciable value of assets.  

In addition, this bi-directional link provides users with the capability to visualize the asset in the 

context of the model prior to servicing it, potentially reducing down-time for systems and 

equipment.  The potential value to the Owner of implementing BIM in an Asset Management 

program include: 

• Central repository for operations, maintenance and user manuals, equipment 

specifications and warranty records. 

• Accurate facility and equipment condition assessments. 

• Central repository for accurate asset data such as maintenance schedules and records, 

warranties, cost data, upgrades, replacements, damages, deterioration and equipment 

functionality. 

• Provide accurate reports of current assets to support financial reporting, bidding and 

estimating the future cost of upgrades or replacements. 

• A single, comprehensive source for tracking the use, performance and maintenance of a 

facility’s assets for the Owner, maintenance team and financial department. 

Case Study: Maricopa County South Court Tower6 

The Gilbane Building Company and Gould Evans were awarded an Honorable Mention and a 

Construction Owners Association of America (COAA) Owner’s Choice Award for their 2012 AIA 

Technology in Architectural Practice award submittal for the Maricopa County South Court 

Tower Project.  A number of innovative BIM uses were utilized on this project, including an 

integration of Revit model data with the Owner’s existing Facilities Management system.  This 

                                                           
6 "Maricopa County South Court Tower." – Technology in Architectural Practice. American Institute of Architects, 

18 Oct. 2012. Web 

<http://network.aia.org/technologyinarchitecturalpractice/ourlibrary/viewdocument?DocumentKey=0dc7866b-

d3cf-4b00-b992-95ca464085e0>. 
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bi-directional integration of Revit data required significant involvement of the Facilities 
Management staff throughout the construction process.  The integration eliminated 

approximately (2) years’ worth of work to populate the FM system database with the 

appropriate information for building maintenance.   

 

Return on Investment in BIM = 

Saved Efforts of +/- 1 FTE for 2 Years 

+ Functional FM data at Occupancy 

 Space Management 

A Space Management system allows the Owner and the Facility Management team to accurately 

analyze and track the existing use of space within a building.  Space Management allows for 

effective transition planning during renovation projects, and ensures that spatial resources are 

appropriately allocated among various uses and use groups throughout the life of the facility.  A 

BIM enabled Space Management system typically utilizes the record building model integrated 
with a spatial tracking application and database.  The potential value to the Owner of 

implementing BIM in a Space Management program include: 

• Accurate accounting of space allocated to specific building uses, activities, user groups 

or departments. 

• Efficient planning and management of transition planning and management during 

renovation projects or changes in spatial use. 

• Provide supporting data to assist in planning future space needs of the facility and users. 

Case Study: Carolinas Healthcare System7 

Carolina HealthCare System (CHS) piloted the use of the Revit models for the space 
management of several facilities.  CHS measured the time to create polylines in their AutoCAD 

drawings and compared the results to the time it took to create a simplified model in Revit that 

was sufficient for space management. Their pilot produced these metrics:  

AutoCAD . . . polyline at a rate of 5,000 square feet per hour.  

[Revit] facility model . . . with departmental boundaries [modeling rate of] was 10,000 square 

feet per hour 

Return on Investment in BIM =  

100% Increase in Productivity  

+ Fully Coordinated and Accurate Space Reporting 

  

                                                           
7 Using BIM for Space Chargebacks in a Healthcare Facility. Tech.: Autodesk, 2013. Print. 
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BIM for Operations and Facilities Management Primary Challenges 

� Project stakeholders do not understand how to integrate models and data and deliver what the 

Owner needs. 

� Owners don’t know how to ask for what they need. 

� Owners do not have systems in place to effectively utilize data. 

� Risk aversion – “Not with my model!” 

“ ‘That information doesn’t exist in the model unless the hotel said at the beginning, when you turn that 

building information model over to us after construction, please make sure it has the following 

information,’ he (Phil Bernstein) said. 

‘And the genome of that information across the entire building does not exist - it’s not widespread 

practice yet at all. What you have is owners going 'I’ll take what you can give me,' or some owners going 

'I’ll take what you can give me but make sure I can at least get this, x, y, z' - building area, finishes, 

whatever it is.’ 

‘It’s very discontinuous right now.’ “8 

Strategic BIM Implementation Planning for Owners 
An Owner or Facilities Management organization should undertake a strategic BIM planning process to 

identify how BIM will be integrated with existing systems and processes.  This planning process will 
allow Owners and Facilities Managers to identified specific goals and objectives for implementing BIM, 

plan a roadmap for the implementation and execution of supporting BIM uses, and identify metrics to 

track success and a return on investment.  This strategic planning process can be broken down into 

three distinct phases or plans. 

First, a Strategic Plan should be developed by the Organization.  This Plan will identify, at a high level, 

specific goals and objectives that the organization would like to achieve through the implementation of 

BIM technology and methodology.  The plan will include an assessment of the current state, and will 

identify and align specific BIM uses to meet the goals.  The strategic plan will serve as a roadmap to 

guide the overall implementation and procurement of BIM for the organization. 

Second, an Implementation Plan will identify and document detailed requirements for the 
implementation.  The Implementation Plan will define how BIM data and processes will be integrated 

with existing workflows.  This plan must identify the BIM data required to support the specific uses to be 

implemented.  In addition, a detailed plan for the technology and training required to utilize the BIM 

data should be included as part of this plan. 

Finally, a Procurement Plan should be established that specifies requirements for BIM services at the 

project level.  The Procurement Plan should include specific project team and contract requirements to 

define the delivery of BIM services and data.  The primary element of a Procurement Plan is typically a 

standard Project BIM Execution Plan template document.  This template will be used to guide the 

project teams in developing a specific, detailed Project BIM Execution Plan for each project. 

                                                           
8 Howe, Marc. "The Current State of BIM in the Operations Phase." Sourceable The Current State of BIM in the 

Operations Phase Comments, 15 Sept. 2015. Web. <https://sourceable.net/current-state-bim-operations-

phase/#>. 
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An effective Owners BIM implementation plan will address how BIM is used over the entire Lifecycle of 

the facility.  From the Design phase, through Construction and into the ongoing operations and 

maintenance of the facility, there must be plan on how BIM will support the Owner’s goals. 

3 Critical Questions  
There are 3 Critical questions that an Owner’s BIM Implementation and 

Project Execution Plan must address: 

1. Who is going to use the BIM data? 

Provide and understanding of the problems being solved and the 

challenges that will be presented. 

 

2. What data needs to be collected? 

Define the solution to the problem and a strategy to overcome 

challenges. 

 
3. How will the data be maintained? 

Ensure that the models and data will be accurate. 

 

BIM Execution Plan Template 

An Owner’s BIM Execution Plan template should reflect requirements that align with the strategic goals 

of the organization, and support the transition of legacy data and systems to current technology 

implementations.  In addition, a template BIM Execution Plan informs potential project participates of 

the expectations of the Owner.   

The template is not intended to be used verbatim as the final Project BIM Execution plan that the team 

will comply with.  The template will outline standards goals and objectives that the Owner has identified 

that support their business goals.  Specific project requirements and challenges will impact how these 

goals are pursued and implemented on each project.  The template should be used as a framework for 

the project team to complete a specific Project BIM Execution Plan at the onset of the project. 

The most critical items to be included in the Owner’s Project BIM Execution Plan template are: 

• Project Goals and BIM Uses 

• Level of Development Requirements 

• BIM and Facility Data Requirements 

• Project Deliverables 

Defining these requirements will provide the answers the three critical questions of Who? What? And 

How? 

Project BIM Execution Plan 
A detailed Project BIM Execution Plan (BIMxP) will provide value to the project and the Owner by: 

1. Clearly communicating the strategic goals for BIM implementation on the project to all stakeholders. 

2. Clearly defining the roles and responsibilities in the implementation for all organizations. 
3. Allowing the team to design the specific project execution process that is well suited to the project 

and each team member’s business practices and standard workflows. 
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4. Identifying additional resources, training and other competencies required to implement BIM early 
in the project development. 

5. Providing clear communication of BIM goals and uses as additional stakeholders are engaged on the 

project. 

6. Providing a baseline to measure project progress and success. 

 

BIM, like all new technologies and process, can represent a level of additional risk for Owners and 

project teams.  The increase level of planning will clearly define project requirements, reduce unknowns 

in the process, and thereby reduce the overall risk to all parties and the project. 

The Project BIMxP is a ‘living’ document, and should be reviewed and revised as needed over the life of 
the project as new team members are engaged or as project requirements change.  A Project BIMxP 

should be used by the BIM Manager and the project team to monitor progress to gain the maximum 

benefits from BIM implementation. 

Project BIM Execution Plan Contents 

A completed Project BIM Execution Plan identifies the BIM goals for the project and defines specific BIM 

Uses to implement on the project to meet these goals.  In addition, the completed Project BIMxP 

includes detailed design and documentation for executing BIM throughout the facility’s lifecycle.  The 

Project BIMxP should address the following specific information: 

1. Project BIM Execution Plan Overview Information. 

2. Project Information.  Including location, description and critical schedule dates. 

3. Contact Information of Key Project Personnel. 

4. Specific Project BIM Goals and Objectives.  This should document the strategic value of each 

identified BIM goal.  Specific BIM uses implemented to achieve the prescribed goals. 
5. Specific Organizational Roles and Staffing Requirements. 

6. Clear Illustration of the BIM Process Design.  BIM Uses outlined with detailed process maps. 

7. Information Exchange Requirements.  Including Level of Development (LOD) requirements and 

collaboration protocols. 

8. Facility Management BIM Data requirements.  Specific requirements and required data filed for all 

model element categories required by the Owner’s facilities management system.  All required 

parameters and unique data identifiers must be clearly defined.  Project Data Quality Control 

protocols must be outlined to ensure the integrity of data generated in each project phase. 

9. Collaboration Procedures. 

10. Model Quality Control Procedures. 
11. Model Structure.  Includes standard file naming, coordinate systems and modeling standards. 

12. Required Project Deliverables.  Document required deliverables for each project phase. 
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Project Goals and BIM Uses 

Project goals should be guided by the Owner or Facilities Manager’s overall BIM Implementation and 

Strategy, and should be specific to a project.  In addition, the goals must be measurable and targeted to 

improve the planning, design, construction or operations of the facility.  Whenever possible, project 

teams should establish S.M.A.R.T. Goals.  Goals  should be: 

Specific  Measurable Assignable Realistic Time-bound 

Once project-specific BIM goals are established, specific BIM Uses that support each goal should be 

identified and defined. 

9 

Level of Development (LOD) Specification 

The Level of Development Specification is a reference 

that enable project stakeholders to specify and 

articulate the content of a Building Information Model 

at each stage of the design, construction, operations 

and maintenance cycle.  The LOD Specification defines 

characteristics of model elements and systems at each 

Level of Development.  Owners can utilize a LOD 
Specification, in conjunction with a Project BIMxP, to 

clearly articulate the requirements for specific model 

elements and deliverables. 

 

 

BIM and Facilities Data Requirements  

Data requirements must be incorporated into BIM Standards and Project BIM Execution Plan templates 

and are used to specify the facilities data, attributes and properties about each type of element that 

must be documented to support the functionality of the CMMS and FDIT applications.   

Building Information Modeling content (specifically Revit families) not only contain the geometric 

representation of the element, but also include parametric information to identify the element.  Each 

element category includes predefined parameters that can be used to assign values and data.  In 

addition custom ‘shared’ parameters can be added to specific element categories for additional data 
required to support Facilities Management functionality. 

The Owner’s Facilities Management BIM Data requirements should outline the use of predefined 

parameters for each element category.  In addition, all custom ‘shared’ parameter will be defined by the 

Facilities Management BIM Data requirements. 

Many Owners and Facilities Managers will rely on COBie (Construction Operations Building Information 

Exchange) standards and formats for this data.  COBie standards are managed by the 

buildingSMARTalliance, a council of the National Institute of Building Science 

(https://www.wbdg.org/resources/cobie.php).  COBie is a data format, not a standard, predefined list of 

                                                           
9 McPhee, Antony. "Practical BIM." : What Is This Thing Called LOD, 1 Mar. 2013. Web. 

FIGURE 2: LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT 
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what information is required.  The intent of COBie is to define how information is to be structured and 
what the minimum data fields that are required.  COBie data is typically delivered in a spreadsheet 

format.  However, it could be delivered in a number of formats, including embedded in a model or 

directly imported into a Facilities Management application. 

10 

FIGURE 3: FACILITIES MANAGEMENT BIM PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

Project Deliverables 

The Owner’s Project BIM Execution Plan template should define the standard project deliverable format 
for BIM data.  Depending on the type of Facilities Management system that has been implemented, 

deliverables may be required in Revit or Navisworks format with separate COBie data spreadsheets.  

Some Owners or Facilities Managers may also require AutoCAD files, PDF drawings or even hardcopies.  

The deliverable format should be clearly defined and be compatible with the targeted BIM uses, 

Facilities Management Data requirements, the all FM applications. 

Other Project BIM Execution Planning Documents 

AIA Contracts 

AIA E203-2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital 

Data Exhibit 

AIA G201-2013, Project Digital Data Protocol Form 
AIA G202-2013, Project Building Information Modeling 

Protocol Form 

• E203 is an Exhibit attached to Contract(s). 

• E203 intended to define the extent that Digital Data and 

BIM data will be utilized. 

• E203 requires stakeholders to define requirements of 
G201 & G202. 

• G201 & G202 are Protocols that can be modified easily 

during a project. 

• Reference the Owner’s Project BIM Execution Plan 

template, and the Project BIM Execution Plan to be completed by the project team in the 

AIA Documents. 

                                                           
10 Revit Model Content Style Guide: Autodesk Seek, Dec. 2009. PDF. version 2.1 
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Project Manual / Specifications 

• BIM requirements included either in the front end of the 

Project Manual or with individual specification sections.   

• Recommend referencing the Owner’s Project BIM Execution 

Plan template, and the Project BIM Execution Plan to be 

completed by the project team. 
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BIM for Operations and Maintenance Applications 

 COBie Extension for Revit 

 http://www.autodesk.com/campaigns/interoperability 

• Available for Revit 2014, 2015 and 2016. 

• Simplifies the process of populating a COBie compliant spreadsheet by automating the 
process of exporting data directly from the Revit model. 

• Offers a distraction free workflow from within revit, dynamic zone management, effortless 

parameter mapping to COBie fields and flexible export options. 

 EcoDomus 

http://www.ecodomus.com/ 

Ecodomus is a Facilities Data Integration Tool (FDIT) ‘middleware’ application that links data 

between a Building Information Model and various Facilities Management applications 

(Computerized Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS) and Computer Aided Facility 

Management(CAFM)) and provides an interface with the 3D model.  In addition, as FDIT 

‘middleware’, EcoDomus can integrate data from other sources, such as building automation 

systems (BAS) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). 

Benefits of integrating BIM data with CMMS or CAFM tools via EcoDomus include: 

• An intuitive, graphical bi-directional link to Revit models through a web interface, 

enabling an incremental transition to BIM technology. 

• Support for all facility management elements in the BIM model. 

• Integration of BIM data immediately after building operations or construction related 

updates. 

• Increased productivity and data accuracy through seamless connection to CMMS 
applications. 

 

FIGURE 4: ECODOMUS FDIT INTEGRATION 
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 Autodesk Building Ops 

http://www.autodesk.com/products/building-

ops/overview 

Autodesk Building Ops is a mobile-first building maintenance solution allows owners to begin 

managing operations from the first day of occupancy.  Building Ops enables general contractors 

to use Autodesk BIM 360 Field to capture BIM asset data during design and construction and 

deliver it to a Building Owner in a usable format at construction close-out.  

Benefits of Autodesk Building Ops include: 

• Enables owners to begin managing operations on the first day of occupancy with a 
turnkey maintenance and asset management solution. 

• Allows contractors to better service warranty requests and reduce expenses from 

unmaintained building systems and equipment. 

• Speeds adoption in Facilities Management organizations with a simple dashboard 

interface that offers focused and relevant, role-based information to technicians, 

managers, and occupants. 

• Rapid migration of relevant design and construction data, documents, models, 
photographs, and videos from BIM 360 Field. 

FIGURE 5: AUTODESK BUILDING OPS FEATURES 
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Begin with the End in Mind 
As Owners and Facilities Managers increasing adopt BIM technologies and Lifecycle BIM strategies into 

operations it is important to clearly understand the intended use for models and data collected at 

various stages of the design and construction process.  Currently, the primary BIM uses that are being 
adopted are Building Maintenance/Work Order Management, Asset Management and Space 

Management.  Return on investment in BIM technologies and process for Owners will vary depending 

on the uses implemented.  Typical returns include increased productivity (up to +100% increase), 

reduction in staffing requirements (eliminate the need for an additional FTE), and reduced time required 

to complete tasks (average to approximately $0.18 / square foot / year for maintenance staff). 

A key step to implementing a BIM enabled FM system is to develop a template Project BIM Execution 

plan that clearly answers three critical questions: 

1. Who is going to use the BIM data? 

2. What data needs to be collected? 

3. How will the data be maintained? 

A defined Project BIM Execution plan will ensure that the BIM data and models delivered to the Owner 

at the end of the project will be suitable for use in a BIM enable FM application such as EcoDomus or 

Autodesk Building Ops. 
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